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During today's earnings call covering the third quarter of 2019, Apple CEO Tim Cook said that Apple wants to continue making
the Mac Pro in the United States.. Cook made the statement in response to a question about Apple potentially moving Mac Pro
production out of the United States due to looming .... Apple is working on new hardware, and Tim Cook is talking Apple's
moral ... Europe this week and he didn't waste any time making headlines. ... Apple might have revealed its redesigned earbuds,
AirPods 2, in an ... Apple will continue manufacturing its ultra-high-end Mac Pro desktop in the United States.. Apple CEO
Tim Cook said today his company wants to continue ... "We've been making the Mac Pro in the United States and we want to ....
"In terms of the exclusions, we've been making the Mac Pro in the U.S., and we want to continue doing that," Cook had said on
the July .... It had previously been prevented from doing so because of local laws. ... "I see India as a huge opportunity for us, for
years we could not enter there ... Cook and Trump have an "unlikely" relationship, with the Apple CEO seemingly getting plenty
out of it in return for tours of Mac Pro factories. ... keep it cozy .... "We've been making the Mac Pro in the US and we want to
continue doing that," Cook said on a conference call with analysts on Tuesday.. ... Trump was shown around Apple's Mac Pro
facility in Texas by CEO Tim Cook. ... On Mac Pro's U.S. manufacturing, Trump said, "The nice part is [Cook] ... a continuing
relationship with the President which has seen Apple ... "People like Tim," he said, "you're expanding all over and doing things I
really .... Apple CEO Tim Cook says that the company aims to keep assembling the 2019 Mac Pro in the United States — just
as it did with the previous model. ... “In terms of the exclusions, we've been making the Mac Pro in the US.. Apple CEO Tim
Cook has spoken out in a wide-ranging interview on ... made in the US as company breaks ground on new $1billion MacPro ...
'When you build it in the United States, you don´t have to worry about ... In the ABC interview, Cook said that he didn't want to
'speculate' on how further rounds of .... Apple CEO Tim Cook said Tuesday that he wants to keep making the Mac Pro
computer in the U.S., ... “We've been making the Mac Pro in the United States.. I opened a major Apple manufacturing plant in
Texas,” Trump wrote Wednesday. ... Apple's Mac Pro manufacturing facility in Austin, Texas, with CEO Tim Cook on
Wednesday. ... "I want to see Apple building plants in the United States. ... Apple's decision to keep Mac Pro manufacturing in
the United States .... The US manufacturing of Mac Pro is made possible following a federal product ... for their support
enabling this opportunity,” said Tim Cook, Apple's CEO. ... jobs with US suppliers, and we're going to continue growing here.”.

Apple's CEO said that “Apple has been making the Mac Pro in the US” and “we want to continue to do that”. Cook's comments
did not clarify if .... "The rise of Apple CEO Tim Cook, the leader of the first $1 trillion company in the US". Business Insider.
^ Cook, Tim (March 29, 2016). "Tim Cook: Pro- .... “In terms of the exclusion, we've been making the Mac Pro in the U.S. We
want to continue doing that,” Cook said on a call with analysts. “We're .... r/apple: An unofficial community to discuss Apple
devices and software, including news, rumors, opinions and analysis pertaining to the company …. Apple CEO Tim Cook: We
want to continue making Mac Pro in U.S.. The $5,999 computer isn t on sale yet. Apple announced the Mac Pro in June with a
fall ...

20 and the president will be joined by Apple CEO Tim Cook, U.S. Treasury ... The visit is meant to highlight jobs Apple
(Nasdaq: AAPL) is creating in the United States and ... Apple's Mac Pro desktop computers have been assembled since ... jobs
with US suppliers, and we're going to continue growing here.. Tim Cook says Apple wants to continue making the Mac Pro in
the ... During yesterday's investor call, CEO Tim Cook said the company is exploring options to assemble the new "cheese
grater" Mac Pro in the United States, and continue ... Tim Cook said "we're working and investing currently in capacity to ...
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